The Baby Boomer
Investment Dilemma
Investing in Exuberant Markets?

The Decade of the Housing Bust: Review
• Extreme fiscal and monetary expansion to resuscitate spending
• As a result a much greater debt intensity (relative to income)
causes a higher proportion of income to be deflected away from
spending to debt service – This is “forced saving”
• So the Fed went to its extreme buying of assets called QE to
produce ultra low interest carrying cost of debt to both prevent
further defaults and induce more spending

Resulted in a Slow Growth Decade
• On top of the higher interest service the
Consumer sector deleveraged which is more
forced saving
• The US government rather than deleveraging is
actually borrowing to pay interest and piled on
more government debt per year than income per
year since 2007 and it continues

Slow Growth But Yet, A Counter-Intuitive
Financial Market Appreciation Occurred
• “Official” buying from one central bank spread to ALL central
banks
• How central bank debt purchases spread to all substitute assets
• Ultra high savings from the winners of the trade wars and their
reinvestment in dollar markets – more than twice US saving

In addition, Indexed ETFs Were Broadly Used as a
Vehicle for “Official” and Retail Stock Purchases
• The S&P Index is weighted by a given stock’s total dollar value
(price times quantity) also known as “market cap”
• Official (central banks and sovereign wealth funds) and large scale
buyers used S&P indexed funds (ETFs and Mutual Funds)
• As a result there is a concentration of buying directed to the same
large market cap stocks with almost no allocation to the small cap
stocks –- with implications

Now a Decade Later, The Fed Declares Victory and
They Want to go Home: Known as “Normalization”
• Normalization is code for we have achieved economic
stabilization with low unemployment rates and we will
start to sell the assets purchased over the previous
decade
• Note that when the Fed sells assets they are paid in their
own liability so money contracts

As an Aside Why Normalize?

There is virtually no
inflation on the
inflation index the Fed
monitors: Personal
Consumption
Expenditures

Why Are They Doing This Without Inflation?
• After a Decade of ultra low interest rates pension funds are not
making their usual 7% annual earning assumption and there will be
pension defaults – and other financial institutions also have little
investment income
• The Fed management doesn’t want to be held responsible for this
• They are in a tough spot: Which crisis to address? Economic
growth or the looming pension defaults that the government
insures?

Basically an overdose of money has side
effects – a lack of investment income
•
•
•
•
•
•

They are now addressing the side effects that threaten
--Public and private pension funds
--Insurance companies
--Banks
--Endowments
--Retirees

“Normalization” Implies Selling Bonds
• Note: The Fed actually quite buying 3 years ago but other CBs continued
buying
• They will now be selling (and or allowing debt to mature without reinvesting
proceeds)
• Note the US government will also be selling US Treasuries as the Federal
deficit seems to be running $700 billion/year
• Implies lower bond prices and higher interest yield to buyers of fixed
income so some investment managers will sell stock and move back to US
Treasuries

What Will Normalization Do?
• If rates do rise it will attract capital from the rest of the world
• Foreign buying will offset some or most of the Fed selling
• But foreign capital inflows will raise the dollar price in foreign
exchange markets and the US current account deficit will rise
• They don’t wish to make waves so it will be a face saving amount of
selling

The Question is will it be a “Houston We’ve
Got a Problem” moment – An about face
Apollo 13 to Mission Control in Houston in 1970

0

Will it Spread to the Value of All Other
Assets?
• Expectations are that it will
• It also matters whether foreign central banks also go
in the same direction – Their low rates also adversely
affect their investment income – Will this be a policy
swing for them as well?
• But until rates do rise, it remains to be seen

This is Part of the Baby Boomer Dilemma
• Income in retirement is typically derived from bonds
• But the central bank is scheming against you
• Baby Boomers receive a very low yield and hope the Fed
selling doesn’t result in capital losses for them in either
bonds or stocks

But There Is a New Development: Creative
Destruction on the Horizon Affects Growth
• The incentives of capitalism is to invent a new
“mouse trap”
• Large historical transformations:
• From horse and buggy to the internal combustion
engine
• Prairie wagons to the railroads
• Building cars one at a time to the assembly line
• Latest wave appears to be one-off implementations
of telecom and mobile devices and data capture

The Evidence of Creative Destruction Is:
• Prices are declining in many areas (despite all that money
printing)
• And, corporate earnings are up – must be due to less cost
• Whether our future is a low cost investment transformation or
higher cost investment transformation - that is the question
• Does the transformation create corresponding demand so the
economy expands a la the tech boom?

Examples of Creative -- Destruction
Creator

Destruction

Amazon

Shopping malls/Brick & Mortar Retail

Uber (shared economy)

Auto sales/Taxi Services/etc

Bitcoin

Credit Cards Visa/Mastercard/AmEx/etc.

Airbnb/Homeaway

Hotels/Motels/etc

Robinhood

Schwab etc.

___________________________________________________
Today, its called Disruptors and the Disrupted

Others Disruptors Include
• Fracking
• Electric flying autos
• Robotics
• Artificial Intelligence
• Biotech/Pharma

The Fate of the Disrupted

Will There Be Major Investment Demand in this
Episode of Creative-Destruction???
• If its creative-destruction on the cheap then the economy will
succumb to Normalization and what it brings (low investment and
larger trade deficit)
• If its creative-destruction with investment spending a la the tech
boom then there will be growth and selective investment
opportunities
• So for the baby boomers needing to grow wealth and/or income
producing assets, it’s a major dilemma – Invest for growth or
income? And if so how?

Can Baby Boomers Find and Invest in
Disrupters for Growth?
• Not much, if your account is managed by a Passive Manager
invested in the indexes
• As noted above, indexes investing has de Minimis weight given to
smaller upstarts
• Furthermore Passive Management in the index seeks to lock you in
to obtain the long term return of capitalism
• Exposes you to “Drawdowns” from major macro economic
problems

A baby boomer can’t afford a lost decade

Will There Be Major Investment Demand in this
Episode of Creative-Destruction???
• If its creative-destruction on the cheap then the economy will
succumb to Normalization and what it brings (low investment and
larger trade deficit)
• If its creative-destruction with investment spending a la the tech
boom then there will be growth and selective investment
opportunities
• So for the baby boomers needing to grow wealth and/or income
producing assets, it’s a major dilemma – Invest for growth or
income? And if so how?

The Short Coming of Passive Management to
the Investor
• Not likely to capture the disruptors as smaller growing companies
• Passive management comes with a commitment to gain the long
term retunes by staying in the market at ALL times
• From the managers perspective there are no timing or allocation
decisions – your portfolio is on auto pilot
• But no protection from the large macro events that affect the
entire market – due to depressions, inflations, financial or banking
crises, etc.

By holding index funds, exposure to
drawdowns
• Drawdown on US equities
(white) and bonds (green), in
real terms 1900-2010

• There have been ~12+
Drawdown of 40% or more
since l900

Implied Years to Recoup Wealth in Real Terms

“We should always invest as if the best is yet to come
but the worst could be right around the corner.”
• This is the creed for a competent Active Manager as
opposed to a Passive Manager
• In this regard I invited Frank Beck of Beck Capital
Management in Austin to suggest ways you might
navigate your investments if Normalization turns ugly
• I asked Frank the asset class candidates that provide
income and or gains in a generalized drawdown

General Suggestions for Asset Classes in a
Drawdown

• Video of Frank Beck Down Market Total
Return Investment Suggestions Click Here
• You can reach Frank at Beck Capital
Management in Austin
• Frank@BeckCapitalManagement.com

Market Options in a Down Market
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

High dividend payors with growing earnings that easily cover the dividend
Industrial property REIT that owns distribution centers – (creative destruction)
Floating rate loans – hedge against rising interest rates
A fund that owns individual life insurance policies that pays premiums and collects
death proceeds (Life Settlements)
Preferred stock – typically lower volatility and higher dividend than common shares
Hotel REITs – especially good if inflation materializes or economy remains strong
Babies thrown out with the ETF bathwater
Foreign debt when the corresponding currency is growing in favor
New growth opportunities resulting from creative destruction (Amazon, Uber,
Netflix, etc.)

